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Purpose: To investigate whether vitreomacular adhesion (VMA) affects the outcome of 

anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) therapy for the treatment of exudative age-

related macular degeneration (AMD) in Japanese patients.

Subjects and methods: Of 88 Japanese AMD patients (28 men and 60 women, mean age: 

72.7±7.5 years) who underwent intravitreal injection of ranibizumab for 3 years from 2010 to 

2013, this study involved 12 eyes of 12 patients (10 men and two women) in whom VMA was 

observed based on optical coherence tomography (OCT) findings (VMA [+] group) and 17 eyes 

of 16 patients (seven men and nine women, control group) in whom no VMA was observed 

(VMA [−] group). In all enrolled patients, ranibizumab was administered monthly for 3 months, 

and then administered as needed (ie, pro re nata) when deterioration was observed. The two 

groups were then compared in regard to changes in visual acuity (VA) and the frequency of 

ranibizumab administration over a 1-year period.

Results: No significant difference was found between the two groups in regard to the transfor-

mation of the mean logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution VA change after the first visit. 

Over the 1-year treatment, the mean frequency of ranibizumab administration for the VMA (+) 

group was 5.6±2.5 times and for the VMA (−) group was 3.8±1.1 times, thus illustrating a 

significant difference between the two groups (Mann–Whitney’s U-test: P,0.05).

Conclusion: Our findings show that the mean frequency of ranibizumab administration for the 

VMA (+) group was higher than that in the VMA (−) group, thus indicating that VMA might 

possibly be involved in the progress of AMD pathology.

Keywords: age-related macular degeneration, vitreomacular adhesion, anti-VEGF therapy, 
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Introduction
Due to the emergence and increased use of optical coherence tomography (OCT), studies 

have reported that vitreomacular adhesion (VMA) is involved in the pathologies of some 

vitreoretinal diseases. Specifically, it has been reported that traction by VMA is an impor-

tant factor in the cause of idiopathic macular hole, idiopathic epiretinal membrane (ERM), 

diabetic macular edema, and so on.1–3 Recently, there have been reports on whether VMA 

may possibly be involved in the onset of age-related macular degeneration (AMD).4–20 

Among those, one study reported that it was difficult to obtain improved visual acuity 

(VA) with anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) therapy in exudative AMD 

patients with no posterior vitreous detachment (PVD).16 However, there have been no 

reports on race-related differences in AMD and polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy (PCV), 

or on the relationship between VMA and anti-VEGF therapy in Asian subjects.
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In this present study, we investigated the influence of 

the presence or absence of VMA on anti-VEGF therapy in 

Japanese AMD patients who had been treated with intravit-

real injection of ranibizumab.

Subjects and methods
Of 88 Japanese AMD patients (28 men and 60 women; 

mean age: 72.7±7.5 years) who underwent the treatment 

with intravitreal injection of ranibizumab for 3 years from 

2010 to 2013 at the Department of Ophthalmology, Osaka 

Medical College, Takatsuki-City, Japan, this study involved 

12 eyes of 12 patients (10 men and two women; mean age: 

75.5±6.7 years) in whom VMA was observed based on their 

OCT findings (VMA [+] group), and 17 eyes of 16 cases 

(seven men and nine women, control group) in whom 

VMA was not observed and whose ages were matched 

(VMA [−] group). We diagnosed the choroidal neovascu-

larization (CNV) and the polypoidal region on the basis of 

fluorescein angiography and indocyanine green angiography 

in addition to OCT. Excluded from this study were patients 

with myopic eyes of −4D or worse, patients who had under-

gone intraocular surgery (eg, cataract surgery) within the 

last 6 months, patients who had undergone photodynamic 

therapy and pegaptanib intravitreal injection within 6 months 

after their initial ranibizumab vitreous injection, and patients 

whose follow-up period after their initial ranibizumab intra-

vitreal injection was ,12 months.

In all subjects, we examined whether VMA was present 

or absent via the use of a spectral domain OCT system 

(SPECTRALIS® OCT; Heidelberg Engineering, Heidel-

berg, Germany) prior to ranibizumab intravitreal injection. 

The judgment criteria consisted of considering patients in 

the VMA (+) group as those whose OCT findings clearly 

indicated that their posterior vitreous membrane adhered to 

their macular region (ie, vitreomacular traction syndrome 

[VMTS] type) or those whose OCT findings indicated clear 

ERM. Ranibizumab was administered to all patients monthly 

for 3 months, and was then administered as needed (ie, pro 

re nata) when deterioration was observed. The criteria for 

retreatment included the residual subretinal fluid and the 

exacerbation of CNV. Intravitreal injections were performed 

by one surgeon in all cases.

In each group, we examined the following three items: 

1) AMD type, 2) VA change, and 3) the number of ranibi-

zumab administrations over a 1-year period, and then com-

pared the findings between the two groups. We investigated 

whether there was a significant difference between these two 

groups by using Mann–Whitney’s U-test.

All treatments were performed at Osaka Medical College 

Hospital. This study was approved by the Ethics Committee 

of Osaka Medical College, and was performed in accordance 

with the tenets set forth in the Declaration of Helsinki. 

Informed written consent was obtained from all subjects prior 

to the treatment of intravitreal injection of ranibizumab.

statement of ethics
This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Osaka 

Medical College.

Results
Among the 12 eyes of the 12 VMA (+) group patients, there 

were nine eyes with VMTS type, three eyes with ERM type, 

five eyes with typical AMD, and seven eyes with PCV. 

Among the 17 eyes of the 16 VMA (−) group patients, there 

were 14 eyes with typical AMD and three eyes with PCV.

The time course of the logarithm of the minimum 

angle of resolution (logMAR) VA in the VMA (+) group 

is shown in Figure 1A. In that group, three cases markedly 

worsened during the 1-year period. The time course of the 

logMAR VA in the VMA (−) group is shown in Figure 1B. 

In that group, just one case markedly worsened during 

the 1-year period. However, no significant difference was 

found between the two groups in the transformation of 

the mean logMAR VA change after the first ranibizumab 

injection (Figure 2). The mean frequency of ranibizumab 

administration in the VMA (+) group was 5.6±2.5 times 

(range: 3–10 times) during the 1-year period, and that in 

the VMA (−) group was 3.8±1.1 times (range: 3–6 times), 

thus illustrating a significant difference between the two 

groups (Mann–Whitney’s U-test: P,0.05). However, no 

significant difference was found between either the typical 

AMD or PCV in both groups. During the follow-up periods 

there were no cases with spontaneous occurrence of PVD 

induced by intravitreal injection on the basis of OCT findings.

Discussion
There have been recent reports on whether VMA is also 

modifying the pathological condition in AMD, which is an 

aspect that had previously not received much attention from 

researchers.4–18 We previously reported findings in regard to 

the vitreous surgery that we performed on 11 exudative AMD 

cases without PVD.13 In that study, by creating artificial PVD, 

we observed a decrease in activity of CNV in eight eyes. 

Following the publication of that study, subsequent reports 

revealed that with respect to AMD, PVD is scarce, and that 

the posterior vitreous nondetached eye is a risk factor of 
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AMD, that vitreous surgery results in fewer onsets of AMD 

compared with fellow eyes with vitreous hemorrhage, and 

that CNV tends to regress post–vitreous surgery for AMD.

Lee et al compared the therapeutic effects of anti-VEGF 

therapy between 38 eyes with VMA and 110 eyes without 

VMA.14 Their results indicated that there was no difference 

in the thickness of the foveal retinal membrane in both 

groups, both of which were reported to have improved. 

However, improvement of VA was obtained in the VMA (−) 

group, while no significant improvement of VA was obtained 

in the VMA (+) group. These results suggest that the effect 

of anti-VEGF therapy may be difficult to obtain in cases 

of exudative AMD, in which the posterior vitreous is not 

detached. Mayr-Sponer et al reported that the configuration of 

the vitreomacular interface seems to have an important effect 

on visual outcomes and need for retreatment.18 Mojima et al 

reported that among exudative AMD cases undergoing anti-

VEGF therapy, there were cases in which VMA was relieved 

with the progression of PVD during the course of treatment, 

and cases in which exudative lesions were relieved.9 Veloso 

et al also described similar results.19

The findings obtained in this present study revealed that 

only the number of injections of anti-VEGF therapy was 

reduced. No significant difference was observed between the 

two groups in regard to the degree of VA improvement. This 

finding differed from that reported by Lee et al, and it may 

be related to differences between races. In a study involving 

Japanese patients, Nomura et al examined the retinal vitreous 

Figure 1 The time course of logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution (logMar) visual acuity (Va) for the vitreomacular adhesion (VMa) (+) group (A) and VMa (−) 
group (B).
Notes: Over the 1-year period, three cases markedly worsened in the VMa (+) group, while only one case markedly worsened in the VMa (−) group.
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interface in typical AMD cases and PCV, and found that the 

AMD cases had a higher frequency of VMA and that there 

was no difference of PCV compared with the control group 

subjects.20 The findings we obtained in this present study 

showed that there was no particular difference between 

typical AMD and PCV; the amount of data available in this 

study is limited because of the small number of cases, and 

future evaluation is needed.

Various theorizations have been made as to why VMA 

acts as a deterioration factor in AMD cases. Although it has 

been theorized that chronic mild inflammation contributes to 

the deterioration of AMD by VMA,4 there is no inflamma-

tory finding in idiopathic macular hole or idiopathic macular 

epithelium cases that develop with similar traction, so this 

theory cannot be accepted.23 Moreover, it has been theorized 

that VMA influences VEGF and oxygen concentration.24 

As vitreous gel consumes oxygen, the presence of VMA 

is likely to cause hypoxia near the macula, and as a result, 

the VEGF concentration rises, thus possibly leading to the 

onset of CNV.

Karaca et al speculated that the presence of ERM in 

association with AMD may decrease the penetration of the 

anti-VEGF drugs through these membranes, which may 

act as a physical barrier.23 It is also possible that VMA acts 

chronically and that mechanical stress acts on constitu-

ent cells of the retina and choroid of the macula, thereby 

changing the expression of cytokines at that site. Suzuma et al 

reported that in experiments using cultured glial cells, the 

expression of VEGF in those cells increased by mechanical 

extension stimulation.24 It is also conceivable that the expres-

sion of these cytokines may be caused by the changes in the 

intracellular signal transduction through the stretch-activated 

channel, which is present in the cell membrane.25 In this pres-

ent study, all cases were treated with ranibizumab; however, 

the results might have been different if a different anti-VEGF 

agent had been used.

In conclusion, the results that we obtained in this pres-

ent study, as well as those obtained in the previous reports, 

make us believe that VMA may be involved in the progress 

of the AMD pathology. As we reported in our previous study, 

it is conceivable that creating artificial PVD with vitreous 

surgery could be a new treatment, and that vitreous surgery 

could be considered for treating AMD patients with VMA 

in whom anti-VEGF therapy is ineffective.
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